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A high-fidelity approach for simulating the aerothermodynamic environments of meteor
entries is developed. Two primary components of this model are coupled radiation and
coupled ablation. Coupled radiation accounts for the impact of radiation on the flowfield
energy equations, while coupled ablation explicitly models the injection of ablation products
within the flowfield and radiation simulations. For a meteoroid with a velocity of 20 km/s,
coupled radiation reduces the stagnation point radiative heating by over 60%. For altitudes
below 40 km, the impact of coupled radiation on the flowfield structure is shown to be
fundamentally different, as a result of the large optical thicknesses, than that seen for
reentry vehicles, which do not reach such altitudes at velocities greater than 10 km/s.
The impact of coupled ablation (with coupled radiation) is shown to provide at least a
70% reduction in the radiative heating relative to the coupled-radiation-only cases. This
large reduction is partially the result of the low ionization energies, relative to air species,
of ablation products. The low ionization energies of ablation products, such as Mg and
Ca, provide strong photoionization and atomic line absorption in regions of the spectrum
that air species do not. MgO and CaO are also shown to provide significant absorption.
Turbulence is shown to impact the distribution of ablation products through the shock-
layer, which results in up to a 100% increase in the radiative heating downstream of the
stagnation point. To create a database of heat transfer coefficients, the developed model
was applied to a range of cases. This database considered velocities ranging from 14 to
20 km/s, altitudes ranging from 20 to 50 km, and nose radii ranging from 1 to 100 m.
The heat transfer coefficients from these simulations are below 0.045 for the range of cases
(with turbulence), which is significantly lower than the canonical value of 0.1.
Nomenclature
CH Heat transfer coefficient, dimensionless
hν Photon energy, eV
Iν Frequency-dependent radiative intensity, W-s/cm
2/sr
jν Frequency-dependent emission coefficient, W-s/cm
3/sr
m˙ Ablation rate, kg/m2/s
M Total meteoroid mass, kg
pw Surface pressure, Pa
qconv Convective heating, W/cm
2
qPlanck Planck function for blackbody radiative flux, W/cm
2
q+rad Shock-directed radiative flux, W/cm
2
q−rad Wall-directed radiative flux, equal to qrad when evaluated at the surface, W/cm
2
qrad Shock-layer radiative heating, W/cm
2
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Q Heat of ablation, J/kg
RN Meteoroid nose radius, m
Srad Divergence of the radiative flux, W/cm
3
S Meteoroid cross-sectional area, m2
Tw Wall temperature, K
U Free-stream velocity, km/s
z Distance along body normal line or normal grid line, cm
α Absorptivity
 Emissivity
κν Absorption coefficient, cm
−1
ν Frequency, s−1
ρ Free-stream density, kg/m3
θ Angle from the stagnation point
τν Optical thickness, dimensionless
Subscript
ν Indicates frequency dependence
I. Introduction
This paper presents the extension of a high-fidelity aerothermodynamic simulation model, developed
originally for the analysis of reentry vehicles,1 to the analysis of meteor entries. Whereas the aerothermody-
namic analyses of reentry vehicles aim to accurately predict bondline temperatures for the thermal protection
system,2 the aerothermodynamic analyses of meteors aim to accurately predict the object’s mass loss rate
due to ablation.3 This mass loss rate is a factor in determining the meteor trajectory and disintegration,
which allow for the threat of a meteoroid with a given size, entry velocity, entry angle, and composition to
be assessed.4,5 The mass loss rate is written as follows:
dM
dt
= −CH SρU
3
2Q
(1)
where M is the total mass of the meteoroid, CH is the heat transfer coefficient, S is the cross-sectional
area, U is the free-stream velocity, and Q is the heat of ablation. The heat of ablation is typically assumed
to equal values around 8.26 MJ/kg.6 This equation shows that the primary quantity of interest from the
aerothermodynamic simulation of a meteor is the heat transfer coefficient (CH). Assuming a spherical
geometry for the meteoroid, which will be assumed throughout this paper, CH is written as:
3
CH =
2
∫ pi/2
0
qradsinθdθ
1
2ρU
3
(2)
where θ is the angle from the stagnation point, qrad is the radiative heating as a function of θ, and ρ is
the free-stream density. This equation assumes convective heating is negligible relative to radiative heating,
which is true for all cases considered in this work that include coupled ablation. This equation also shows
that an accurate simulation of qrad along the meteoroid surface is required for an accurate prediction of CH .
The ultimate goal of the present work is to provide high-fidelity simulated values of CH for a range of meteor
entry conditions.
Because meteors experience higher entry velocity and slower deceleration than reentry vehicles, they reach
lower altitudes at higher velocities. For example, the velocity of the Chelyabinsk meteor7 at 30 km altitude
was nearly 20 km/s, while the fastest crewed reentry vehicle (Apollo lunar-return) had decelerated to 1.5
km/s by this altitude (down from an initial velocity of 10.8 km/s).8 This combination of a high velocity at
a low altitude results in higher shock-layer radiative heating and surface ablation rates than encountered for
reentry vehicles. The increased importance of shock layer radiation and surface ablation requires that the
simulated meteor flowfield include the coupled impact of radiation and ablation, which both will be shown to
have a significant impact on qrad or CH . Although treating coupled radiation and ablation for reentry vehicles
has recently become more common,9 the magnitude of the coupling is significantly less than for a meteor. As
a result, the present work will develop a coupled radiation and ablation approach capable of simulating highly
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coupled meteor conditions. Furthermore, the composition of meteoroids include many elements that are not
found in the ablator of a reentry vehicle. The resulting species from these additional elements require new
flowfield chemistry and radiation models. Note that a recent study by Park,10 which developed an inviscid
stagnation line analysis with coupled ablation, provides significant guidance in developing these new models.
This paper is separated into two primary sections, where the first considers coupled radiation and the
second considers coupled ablation. The first of these sections, Section II, begins by presenting details of
the coupled radiation flowfield simulation. It then examines the impact of nose radii and altitude on the
coupled radiation influence, as well as the impact of the radiative precursor. Similarly, the second of these
sections, Section III, begins by presenting details of the coupled ablation flowfield and radiation models.
It then examines the impact of coupled ablation on qrad, and shows the influence of turbulence. Finally,
Section IV applies the full coupled radiation and ablation model developed in the previous two sections to
create a database of CH values. This database considers nose radii between 1 and 100 m, altitudes between
20 and 50 km, and velocities between 14 and 20 km/s. Note that recent work by Dias et al.11 focuses on
nose radii below the 1 m lower limit of the present study.
II. Impact of Coupled Radiation
As mentioned in the Introduction, the potential of meteors to reach altitudes below 50 km, while main-
taining velocities above 14 km/s, makes the treatment of coupled radiation essential for simulating accurate
radiative heating values. Details of the coupled radiation model developed for this analysis are presented in
subsection A. Subsection B then examines the impact of coupled radiation on a meteor flowfield, as well as
identifies unique features of coupled radiation meteor flowfields that are not seen for more commonly studied
reentry vehicles. Finally, subsection C examines the impact of the free-stream gas absorbing shock layer
radiation, also referred to as precursor absorption.
A. Flowfield and Radiation Modeling for Coupled Radiation
This work applies the Laura v5 Navier-Stokes solver.12 Because altitudes below 60 km are considered here
exclusively, along with nose radii of 1 m or greater, the impact of thermal nonequilibrium is expected to
be small. As a result, a single temperature model is applied (except for the study of precursor absorption,
for which a two-temperature model is required). However, chemical nonequilibrium is treated to allow the
present models to be applied to wake simulations in the future (only the front, or forebody, of the sphere is
considered in this work). For the present cases without ablation, the following 13 species are treated in the
flowfield: N, N+, N++, O, O+, O++, N2, N
+
2 O2, O
+
2 , NO, NO
+ and e−. Thermodynamic properties for N,
N+, N++, O, O+, and O++ are obtained from the high-temperature curve fits developed by Johnston et al.1
For the remaining species, the thermodynamic properties are obtained from Gordon and Mcbride.13 The
transport properties are obtained from Wright et al.14,15 where available. The remaining species are treated
using the approximate approach of Svehla16 modified as suggested by Park.17 An axisymmetric hemisphere
grid with 128 points in the body normal direction and 32 points along the surface was applied for all cases.
All radiation computations are made using the HARA radiation code.18 For air species, HARA applies a
comprehensive set of radiation properties, including spectral data and non-Boltzmann models for diatomic
molecules and atomic species, which were critically assessed and chosen in studies by Johnston et al.19,20
The accuracy of HARA’s predictions for high temperature air, at conditions relevant to meteor shock lay-
ers, has been assessed through comparisons with shock tube measurements.21–23 These studies show that
measurements and HARA simulations agree within 30% at equilibrium conditions.
Coupled radiation refers to a flowfield computed with the divergence of the radiative flux (Srad) included
in the flowfield energy equations.24 This is in contrast to the uncoupled radiation approach, where the
flowfield is computed with Srad set to zero, followed by the radiative heating being computed (from this
flowfield) as a post-processing step. Therefore, in the uncoupled approach the flowfield computation is
completely uncoupled from the radiation computation. Because of the significant impact of Srad on the
flowfield, this uncoupled approach will be shown to be unacceptable for meteor entry conditions.
For coupled radiation, the divergence of the radiative flux is written for a point z in the flowfield as
Srad,ν(z) = 4pijν(z)− κν(z)
∫
4pi
IνdΨ (3)
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where the first term represents the emitted energy and the second term represents the energy absorbed from
the incoming radiation from the surrounding flowfield. A recent study by Johnston and Mazaheri25 shows
that the second term in this equation may be accurately approximated by the tangent-slab approximation,
which reduces the computational cost of evaluating this term by two orders-of-magnitude. The tangent-slab
approximation, which is applied in this work, assumes one-dimensional radiative transport along body-normal
rays through the shock layer. This approximation allows Srad to be written as
Srad,ν(z) =
d(q+rad,ν − q−rad,ν)
dz
(4)
where q+rad,ν and q
−
rad,ν are the shock- and wall-directed radiative flux. Note that the value of q
−
rad,ν at z=0
is the radiative heating.
To avoid numerical instabilities, Srad is typically set to zero in the free-stream. This approach will
be applied for the coupled radiation simulations presented in this work, except for the study of precursor
absorption in Section IIC. To model precursor absorption, the radiation computation is extended into the
free-stream. Furthermore, photochemical source terms computed in HARA, resulting from photoionization
and photodissociation, are coupled to the flowfield species continuity equations. Additional details regarding
the photochemical source terms and precursor absorption, along with their impact on the radiative heating,
are presented in Section IIC.
The typical impact of including this Srad term is the reduction of the shock layer temperatures relative
to the uncoupled values, which is the result of radiative emission reducing the total enthalpy of the shock
layer.26 Because meteoroids tend to reach lower altitudes at higher velocities than reentry vehicles, and
because of the potential larger size of a meteoroid, the optical thickness of a meteoroid shock layer can
be significantly larger than for a reentry vehicle. This larger optical thickness results in a fundamentally
different Srad distribution through the shock layer, which changes the resulting coupled radiation temperature
distribution.27 Examples of this behavior are presented in the following paragraphs.
B. Impact of Coupled Radiation on Stagnation Line
Figure 1(a) compares the uncoupled and coupled stagnation line temperatures for a case with a velocity
of 20 km/s and altitude of 30 km. Results for both a radius of 10 m and 30 m are presented. The
impact of coupled radiation is seen reduce the temperatures through the layer similarly for both nose radii.
Furthermore, coupled radiation is seen to increase the boundary layer thickness dramatically for both cases.
Note that these thicker boundary layers are due purely to coupled radiation, and not viscosity. These
coupled radiation boundary layers will be discussed further in the following paragraphs. Figure 1(b) shows
that because this boundary layer is thicker for the 30 m case, it is able to provide more absorption for q−rad.
The resulting q−rad values at the wall are 38 and 28 W/m
2 for the 10 and 30 m cases, respectively. The
coupling ratio (coupled/uncoupled radiative heating) is 0.20 and 0.16 for the 10 and 30 m cases, respectively,
which shows that the impact of coupled radiation increases (corresponding to a lower coupling ratio) slightly
with increasing nose radius.
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Figure 1: Impact of increasing nose radius (RN ) on coupled radiation impact (Solid lines: RN=10 m, Dashed lines: RN=30 m).
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In addition to the impact of varying nose radius on coupled radiation, varying the free-stream density or
altitude has a significant impact on the coupled radiation behavior. For altitudes above 40 km, the shock
layer is not optically-thick at 20 km/s, meaning Srad is nonzero across the layer and q
−
rad is below the Planck
function (qPlanck). This behavior is similar to that seen for reentry vehicles. Figure 2 presents an example of
this regime, which consists of a 10 m radius case at 20 km/s and an altitude of 50 km. Figure 2(a) confirms
the nonzero Srad values through the middle of the layer for the uncoupled case. These nonzero values lead
to the continuous decrease in temperatures, moving from the shock to the wall, shown in Fig. 2(b) for the
coupled case. Figure 2(c) shows that these decreased temperatures for the coupled case result in an 80%
reduction in q−rad reaching the surface. This figure also confirms that q
−
rad is well below qPlanck throughout
the inviscid region of the flow for both the coupled and uncoupled cases, which is consistent with the nonzero
Srad values. Close to the surface, however, q
−
rad becomes larger than qPlanck, which is the result of the sharp
decreasing temperature gradient.
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Figure 2: Impact of coupled radiation for a case at with a velocity of 20 km/s, altitude of 50 km, and nose radius of 10 m.
For altitudes below 40 km, the shock layer becomes optically-thick at 20 km/s, meaning Srad approaches
zero near the middle of the layer and q−rad reaches qPlanck. Figure 3 presents an example of this regime, for
a 10 m radius case at 20 km/s and an altitude of 30 km. Note that this case is the same as that in the
previous paragraph, except the altitude has been lowered from 50 to 30 km. Figure 3(a) confirms that Srad
approaches zero throughout the middle of the shock layer for the uncoupled case. As shown in Figure 3(b),
the nonzero Srad values concentrated near the shock and wall lead to temperature gradients near the shock
and wall for the coupled case. The temperatures through the center of the layer are nearly constant due
to the local Srad values near zero. This regime of coupled radiation, where the temperature gradients are
limited to narrow regions near the shock and wall, is not seen in the study of reentry vehicles. Recall that
although these temperature gradients appear to be the result of a thick viscous boundary layer and post-
shock nonequilibrium region, they are actually due to the radiation coupling, and specifically to the fact that
Srad approaches zero in the middle of the shock layer. Although this behavior has been discussed in previous
studies by Goulard27 and Biberman,28 it has not previously been studied with modern shock-capturing
flowfield codes.
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Figure 3: Impact of coupled radiation for a case at with a velocity of 20 km/s, altitude of 30 km, and nose radius of 10 m.
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To summarize the present discussion regarding the impact of nose radius and altitude on the impact of
coupled radiation, Fig. 4(a) presents the ratio of coupled to uncoupled radiative flux for a range of nose
radii and altitudes, all with a velocity of 20 km/s. This figure confirms that the impact of coupled radiation
increases with increasing nose radius for all cases, regardless of the optical thickness. The increasing impact
of coupling with increasing altitude is the result of the decreased optical thickness at higher altitude, which
allow for the nonzero Srad values across the layer. This trend can also be seen by comparing Figs. 2 and 3.
Figure 4(b) presents the stagnation-point radiative heating heating values for the 20 km/s cases. This
figure shows that for the non-optically-thick conditions at 50 km, increasing the nose radius increases the
radiative heating. Conversely, for the optically-thick cases at 20 and 30 km altitudes, the radiative heating
decreases with increasing nose radius. Recall that this decrease with increasing radius is due to the larger
coupled wall layer shown in Fig. 1. The increased radiative heating with increasing radius is the typical
trend seen for non-optically-thick reentry vehicles, where the larger shock-standoff distance provides a larger
path length of radiating gas.
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Figure 4: Stagnation point coupled radiation values at 20 km/s.
C. Impact of Precursor Absorption
The preceding coupled radiation analysis assumed the radiative flux leaving the shock layer was not absorbed
in the free-stream gas, therefore, ignoring any precursor absorption impact. This assumption was enforced
by setting Srad to zero ahead of the shock, which was detected when temperatures fell below 2000 K.
This assumption is typically applied for coupled radiation simulations for four primary reasons. First, to
sufficiently model the precursor, the computational grid must extend far into the free-stream (at least the
distance of 10 shock layer thicknesses). This slows down both the flowfield and radiation solutions. Second,
radiation and two-temperature flowfield modeling of the low temperature free-stream gas contains significant
uncertainty. Third, photochemical chemical processes, such as photodissociation and photoionization, have
a significant impact on the flowfield species continuity equations in the precursor. This increased importance
of photochemical source terms in the precursor is due to collisional processes being weakened by the low
free-stream number densities. Computing the photochemical source terms requires additional solutions of
the radiative transport equations, which slows down the simulation. Fourth, a two-temperature model is
required in the precursor, even if the shock layer is in strong thermochemical equilibrium, which further
slows down convergence.
Johnston et al.29 considered the precursor impact for a 5 m radius sphere at 15 km/s and an altitude of
60 km. This study found a radiative heating increase of 20% due to treating the precursor. A similar increase
of 15% was reported later by Johnston et al.1 for a 1 m radius sphere at 22 km/s and an altitude of 60
km. The model applied for these studies is presented in Johnston et al.,18 which contains the photochemical
processes listed in Table 1. Not only do these processes provide the dominant absorption for the free-stream
gas, which impact the precursor temperatures through Srad, but they also noticeably impact the species
continuity equations as a photochemical source term. In addition to applying the processes listed in Table 1,
the precursor model also requires a correction to Srad to account for the non-tangent-slab geometry of the
precursor as the distance from the shock layer increases. This correction, which was developed by Stanley
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and Carlson,30 is applied as follows:
Srad,ν =
dq−rad,ν
dz
+ φν
dq+rad,ν
dz
(5)
Following Stanley and Carlson,30 the correction factor φν is written as
φν = 1− cos2β 0.5− E3(τνsec(β))
0.5− E3(τν) (6)
where E3 is the third exponential integral, τν is the optical depth computed from the wall to the point in
the precursor. The angle β is one-half of the angle subtended by the body, computed as
β = sin−1
RN + zs
RN + z
(7)
where RN is the nose radius of the meteoroid, zs is the shock standoff, and z is the distance along the body
normal. Equations 6 and 7 are applied for points in the precursor, defined as all points where z > zs. Note
that at z = zs the correction termed φν is equal to one, while as z becomes large φν goes to zero. Johnston
and Mazaheri25 confirmed the accuracy of this approach through the application of a detailed ray-tracing
approach.
Table 1: Photochemical Processes Applied in the Present Study.
# Process Spectral Range Data Source
1 N2 Photodissociation: N2 + hν ↔ 2N 9.8 eV < hν Stanley and Carlson30
2 O2 Photodissociation: O2 + hν ↔ 2O 7.1 eV < hν Mnatsakanyan31
3 N2 Photoionization: N2 + hν ↔ N+2 + e− 12.4 eV < hν Romanov et al.32
4 O2 Photoionization: O2 + hν ↔ O+2 + e− 9.7 eV < hν Romanov et al.32
5 N Photoionization: N + hν ↔ N+ + e− 12.4 eV < hν TOPbase33
6 O Photoionization: O + hν ↔ O+ + e− 9.7 eV < hν TOPbase33
To assess the impact of the precursor absorption for conditions relevant to meteors, the precursor model
discussed in the previous paragraph was applied to the previously considered 30 and 50 km altitude cases
(with a radius of 10 m and velocity of 20 km/s). Figure 5 presents stagnation line properties for the 30 km
case. Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show the temperatures and mass fractions along the entire computational range
of the stagnation line, which extends 5 m from the nose. The bow shock is located near 45 cm, where the
temperature spikes above 25,000 K. Starting from the outer boundary at 500 cm and moving toward the
shock, the vibrational-electronic temperature rises gradually until 100 cm (due to absorption). A negligible
change in the mass fractions is seen up to this point. Immediately below 100 cm, O2 dissociates completely
and N2 begins to dissociate, while the vibrational-electronic temperature rises rapidly to a peak at 75 cm.
Below this point, ionization of O becomes significant, which provides electrons to begin equilibrating the two
temperatures (through electronic-translational energy relaxation34). This thermal equilibration reduces the
vibrational-electronic temperature and increases the translational-rotational temperature until the shock is
reached at 45 cm, at which point both temperatures increase. Figures 5(c) and 5(d) compare the temperatures
with and without precursor modeling for the first 100 cm away from the surface. For the precursor case,
the enthalpy crossing the shock is increased by the free-stream absorption, which results in the higher shock
layer temperatures in the outer region of the shock layer. However, because of the optical thickness of the
shock layer, where radiation emitted below 10 cm and toward the shock is completely absorbed before it
reaches the shock, this region below 10 cm is not influenced strongly by the including the precursor (i.e.,
Srad in this region is not influenced). This weak precursor influence near the wall results in a negligible
change to the temperatures below 10 cm with the addition of the precursor. Although the q−rad values above
10 cm are higher for the precursor case, the similar temperature profiles below 10 cm result in q−rad reaching
the surface to be within 2%. Note that the precursor may have a significantly larger impact on the radiative
flux emitted from the shock layer to a distant observer. This “observed” radiative flux, which will also likely
be influenced significantly by the wake, will be the subject of a future study.
For the 50 km case, Fig. 6 presents the same set of figures as shown for the 30 km case. The temperature
profiles presented in Fig. 6(a) show that the vibrational-electronic temperatures remain above 5000 K until
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Figure 5: Precursor simulations for the 30 km altitude case.
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a distance of 200 cm, while for the 30 km case this distance was only 100 cm. This larger precursor region
for the 50 km case is the result of its lower free-stream density, which is 1% of the 30 km value. This lower
free-stream density decreases the optical thickness, which increases the length of free-stream gas required to
absorb the radiation emitted from the shock layer. The precursor impact on the first 100 cm of the shock
layer for this 50 km case is shown in Fig. 6(c) and Fig. 6(d). Strong absorption near 26 cm leads to a
sharp increase in temperature, which provides an increase in q−rad. At the surface, including the precursor
results in a 25% increase in q−rad. Although the temperatures near the wall are similar for the precursor
and no precursor cases, which for the 30 km case resulted in q−rad values at the wall within 2%, this case
is not as optically-thick as the 30 km case, which reduces the impact of the temperatures near the wall on
the radiative heating. The 25% increase in the radiative heating seen here may be considered an upper-
limit for the precursor influence. Simulations presented in the remainder of this paper do not include the
precursor. Note that the significant absorption due to ablation products shown in the next section would
likely diminish this 25% precursor influence. This is expected because ablation products will be shown to
significantly increase the optical thickness of the boundary layer.
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Figure 6: Precursor simulations for the 50 km altitude case.
III. Impact of Coupled Ablation
This section examines the impact of coupled ablation on the radiative heating. Coupled ablation is
defined as the modeling of an ablating surface boundary condition within the flowfield computation. As
will be shown, this coupled ablation approach is essential for modeling the aerothermodynamic environment
of meteors because of their relatively large ablation rates, which significantly alter the structure of the
flow near the surface. Furthermore, coupled ablation introduces species into the flow that greatly alter the
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radiative environment. The present section investigates this coupled ablation impact by first developing a
coupled ablation model appropriate for meteors, which is presented in subsection A. This is followed by the
detailed study of two cases in subsection B, which provides insight into the influence of coupled ablation
on the flowfield structure and radiative heating. Finally, the impact of turbulence on the coupled ablation
environment is investigated in subsection C.
A. Flowfield and Radiation Modeling for Coupled Ablation
The ablating surface boundary condition for this analysis is simplified by the massive ablation present for
meteor entries at the conditions of present interest (velocities greater than 12 km/s at altitudes below 50 km).
The presence of massive ablation, where the boundary layer is blown off the surface, results in elemental
mass fractions at the surface equal to those of the surface material. This is in contrast to weaker ablation
cases, such as the diffusion-limited oxidation regime, where the elemental mass fractions at the surface are a
combination of the surface material and boundary layer edge gas. With the assumption that the elemental
mass fractions at the surface are equal to those of the surface material, the surface temperature and enthalpy
may be curve-fit as a function of pressure as follows:
Tw = 3021.0 − 209.59ln(pw) + 40.097ln(pw)2 − 2.1897ln(pw)3 + 0.057422ln(pw)4 (8)
habl = 1.1235×107−1.7419×106ln(pw)+2.2495×105ln(pw)2−1.2814×104ln(pw)3+2.7686×102ln(pw)4 (9)
where pw has units of Pa, Tw is in K, and habl is in kg/m
3. The data for these curve-fits were provided by
Chen35 for an LL-Chondrite meteoroid. For the surface pressures of interest, habl has a value of nearly 6.2
MJ/kg. Combining habl with the heat of fusion, which is approximately 2 MJ/kg, results in a value near
the empirically derived 8.26 MJ/kg that is typically applied for Q in Eq. (1). For the present study, habl
considers only ablation due to vaporization, which ignores melting and the heat of fusion. This is a good
approximation for the stagnation region of meteoroids with nose radii greater than 1 m, where the melt layer
is thin and removed rapidly from the surface (this removal would have a minimal impact on the flowfield
because it does not introduce gaseous species). However, for shoulder regions or for smaller meteoroids,
removal of melt could have a significant impact on the surface energy balance. This impact is beyond the
scope of the present work.
The ablation rate m˙ is computed from these curve-fits and the surface energy balance:
m˙ =
qradα+ qconv − σT 4w
habl
(10)
where α is the absorptivity and  is the emissivity of the surface, which are both set to unity for this work.
Recall that for the present cases, qconv is negligible and σT
4
w is less than 15% of qrad. For this equation
to be consistent with Eq. (1), CH should include these additional terms. The CH values presented later
in this work apply Eq. 2, which only includes qrad. The surface species are computed assuming chemical
equilibrium at the surface pressure, temperature, and elemental composition.
The elemental mass fractions of the surface material, which represent an LL-Chondrite meteoroid, were
assumed as follows:35 O = 0.457, Si = 0.206, Fe = 0.172, Mg = 0.120, Na = 0.005, S = 0.020, Al = 0.010,
Ca = 0.010. To account for the addition of these elements to the 13 species air chemistry, the following 26
species were added to the LAURA flowfield simulations: Fe, Fe+, FeO, Mg, Mg+, MgO, Si, Si+, SiO, SiO2,
Fe++, Mg++, Si++, S, S+ SO, SO2, Al, Al
+, AlO, Ca, Ca+, CaO, Na, Na+, NaO. The thermodynamic
properties for atomic neutrals and ions were computed using electronic levels from NIST, which were also
implemented in the HARA radiation computation, to ensure that Saha-Boltzmann and Boltzmann electronic
state populations are coincident. This behavior is required to accurately apply nonequilibrium radiation
models for these species. Although the current forebody simulations are strongly equilibrated, therefore
making negligible the influence of nonequilibrium radiation, future work that will utilize these simulations
will include a wake and radiative signature computation, which are strongly influenced by nonequilibrium.
Besides atomic neutrals and ions, the thermodynamic properties for the remaining species are taken from
Gordon and McBride.36 The flowfield rate model for these species is presented in Table 2. Again, the
influence of these rates will primarily be seen in future work, as the present strongly equilibrated forebody
simulations are insensitive. Note that the electron-impact ionization rates are based on the rate for atomic
nitrogen, which is scaled using the ionization energy. This approach is taken by Park37 to obtain the
electron-impact ionization rates commonly applied for C and O.
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Solutions of Eqs. (8) - (10) were obtained every 50,000 flowfield solution iterations, and a relaxation factor
of 0.3 was applied to the ablation rate. This relaxation factor is required because changing the ablation rate
influences the species profiles and temperatures, which impact the radiative heating and Srad distributions.
Except for cases where the precursor is treated in Section IIC, photochemical source terms are not
included in the flowfield, because of their added computational expense. For air shock layers, this assumption
is common for altitudes below 70 km, where shock layer number densities are relatively high, except in the
free-stream or wake. Photochemical source terms have a negligible impact in regions of large number densities
because collisional rates scale with number density squared, while photoionization and photodissociation scale
linearly with number density. Because the present cases are all at 50 km or lower in altitude, this assumption
is expected to remain valid for air species. However, with the introduction of ablation products with low
ionization potentials, such as Mg and Ca, this assumption requires a reevaluation. Simulations at 30 and
50 km altitudes were performed with the photoionization source terms from all atomic ablation products.
Comparing these results with the cases without the photoionization source terms, the resulting radiative
heating values were within 1% for the 30 km case and 2% for the 50 km case. These difference are for the
shoulder, or maximum radius location of the sphere, where the disagreement is largest. At the stagnation
points the values were within 0.5%. This good agreement indicates that treating the photochemical source
terms is not required for forebody simulations at altitudes below 50 km. Therefore, these terms were not
included in the other simulations reported in this paper.
Table 2: Chemical kinetics for meteor ablation products.
i Reaction Af,i nf,i Df,i Ref.
1 Si + e− ↔ Si+ + e− + e− 2.5e+34 -3.82 9.46e+4 Based on N rate17
2 Fe + e− ↔ Fe+ + e− + e− 2.5e+34 -3.82 9.17e+4 Based on N rate17
3 Mg + e− ↔ Mg+ + e− + e− 2.5e+34 -3.82 8.87e+4 Based on N rate17
4 Si + NO ↔ SiO + N 3.2e+13 0.0 1775.0 Mick et al.38
5 Si + O2 ↔ SiO + O 2.1e+15 -0.53 16.83 Le Picard et al.39
6 SiO + M ↔ Si + O + M 4.0e+14 0.0 9.56e+4 Estimate
7 SiO2 + M ↔ SiO + O + M 4.0e+14 0.0 9.56e+4 Estimate
8 Fe + O2 ↔ FeO + O 1.3e+14 0.0 1.02e+4 Akhmadov et al.40
9 Mg + O2 ↔ MgO + O 5.1e+10 0.0 0.0 Hodgson and Mackie41
10 SO + O ↔ S + O2 2.4e+07 1.51 2.53e+3 Lu et al.42
11 SO2 + S ↔ SO + SO 4.8e+14 0.0 1.08e+4 Murakami43
12 O2 + SO ↔ SO2 + O 2.3e+12 0.0 3.70e+3 Garland44
13 Al + O2 ↔ AlO + O 2.0e+13 0.0 0.0 Cohen and Westberg45
14 Al + SO2 ↔ SO + AlO 9.6e+13 0.0 2.00e+3 Fontijn and Felder46
15 Al + e- ↔ Al+ + e- + e- 2.5e+19 -0.82 6.94e+4 Based on N rate17
16 NaO + O ↔ Na + O2 2.2e+14 0.0 0.0 Plane and Husain47
17 Na + e- ↔ Na+ + e- + e- 2.5e+19 -0.82 5.96e+4 Based on N rate17
18 Ca + O2 ↔ CaO + O 2.5e+14 0 7.25e+3 Kashireninov et al.48
17 Ca + e- ↔ Ca+ + e- + e- 2.5e+19 -0.82 7.09e+4 Based on N rate17
Many of the 26 additional species added to the flowfield to account for meteor ablation products have a
significant impact on the shock layer radiation. To account for this impact, radiation models were developed
and added to the HARA code. For each neutral atomic species, an atomic line model was developed based
on energy levels and line strengths from NIST. For each line, Stark broadening widths were obtained from
Griem,49 where available, and a correlation19 otherwise. Atomic line models for ionized species were also
developed, but were found to have a negligible influence. Atomic photoionization cross sections for atomic
neutrals and ions were obtained from TOPbase.33 As with atomic lines, only the photoionization from
atomic neutrals provide a noticeable impact on the radiative heating. For molecular band systems, Table 3
summarizes the band systems treated and the source of modeling data used for each. Many of these bands
system models are based on the work of Park.50
To provide insight into the impact of coupled ablation on the shock layer environment, cases at 30 and
50 km altitude will be studied, both with a velocity of 20 km/s and a radius of 10 m. The impact of coupled
radiation was presented in the previous section for these two cases. Note that all results presented in the
present section include coupled radiation.
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Table 3: Summary of molecular band modeling for meteor ablation products.
Specie Transition Spectral Range (eV) Data Source
SiO A-X 4.54-5.79 Franck-Condon factors and energy levels from Geier et al.,51 and band
oscillator strength from Park and Arnold.52
SiO E-X 5.74-7.55 Franck-Condon factors and band oscillator strength taken from Naidu et al.53
and Drira,54 and energy levels from Lagerqvist.55
FeO Orange 1.68-2.38 Oscillator strengths and energy levels taken from Michels.56
MgO B-A 1.72-2.45 Oscillator strengths and energy levels taken from Daily57 and Bell et al.58
MgO D-A 1.72-2.45 Oscillator strengths and energy levels taken from Naulin et al.59 and Bell et al.58
MgO B-X 2.38-2.69 Oscillator strengths and energy levels taken from Daily57 and Bell et al.58
CaO A-X 1.1-2.0 Oscillator strengths and energy levels taken from Doherty60 and Liszt.61
CaO B-X 2.6-3.7 Oscillator strengths and energy levels taken from Pasternack62 and Liszt.61
CaO Orange 1.7-2.2 Oscillator strengths and energy levels taken from Pasternack62 and Liszt.61
CaO Green 1.7-2.2 Oscillator strengths and energy levels taken from Pasternack,62 Liszt,61
and Baldwin.63
SO A-X 3.8-5.0 Franck-Condon factors and band oscillator strength taken from Borin64 and energy
levels from Rosen.65
AlO B-X 2.2-3.0 Oscillator strengths and energy levels taken from Borovicka.66
B. Impact of Coupled Ablation on the Stagnation Line at 20 km/s
For the high-pressure 30 km case, Fig. 7 presents the stagnation-line temperatures, ablation product mole
fractions, and wall-directed radiative flux (q−rad). For the temperature and q
−
rad profiles, comparisons are
made between the coupled ablation and no ablation cases (this no ablation case corresponds to the coupled
radiation result from the previous section). Considering the temperature profiles in Fig. 7(a), it is seen that
coupled ablation increases the shock standoff distance. This increased shock standoff distance is due the
mass injection at the surface resulting from ablation, which at the stagnation point is 5.1% of the free-stream
mass flux for this case. The size of the ablation layer is apparent from the ablation species mole fractions in
Fig. 7(b), which extend roughly 6 cm away from the surface. Figure 7(c) shows that, other than the increase
in shock standoff distance, the q−rad profile is similar for the coupled ablation and no ablation cases, except
for near the wall. To clarify this near wall region, Figs. 7(d) - (f) present the first 4 cm away from the wall
for the same profiles shown in (a) - (c). These figures of the near wall region show that below 1 cm, the
temperatures for the coupled ablation case are lower than for the no ablation case. This region corresponds
to a rise in the molecular species SiO, MgO, FeO, and CaO, which are restricted to this near wall region. The
impact of these ablation species on q−rad is seen in Fig. 7(f), where below 2.5 cm q
−
rad decreases significantly
faster for the coupled ablation case, indicating stronger absorption. This absorption is seen to increase as
the wall is approached, which corresponds to an increase in the neutral atomic and molecular mole fractions.
The resulting value of q−rad at the wall is more than an order of magnitude lower for the coupled ablation
case (1.3 W/m2) than for the no ablation case (38 W/m2).
To investigate further the more than order-of-magnitude decease in the radiative flux reaching the wall
due to coupled ablation, the q−rad spectra at four points through the ablation layer are presented in Fig. 8(a).
The Planck function is presented for each point as a dashed line. To help interpret each of these spectra,
Fig. 8(b) presents the associated absorption coefficient for each case. For distances from the wall (z) above
0.47 cm, the q−rad spectrum follows the Planck function at the local flowfield temperature. This is the result of
the absorption coefficients values above 10 cm−1 across the entire spectrum shown in Fig. 8(b) combined with
minor gradients in temperatures and number densities shown in Fig. 7(d) and 7(e). The minor deviations
of the q−rad spectrum from the Planck function for the 0.47 cm case is the result of these gradients. Moving
towards the surface to the 0.21 cm point, the deviation from the Planck function increases between 1 and
3 eV. This is due to the increased temperature and number density gradients and decreased absorption
coefficients in this spectral range. Moving to the 0.13 cm point, the absorption coefficient below 2 eV is
seen to decrease by an order-of-magnitude, which causes a significant deviation between q−rad and the Planck
function. Finally, moving to the wall, the q−rad values below 2 eV are reduced only slightly from the values
at 0.13 cm, which is due to absorption coefficient values below 2 cm−1 over this 0.13 cm thick layer. Above
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Figure 7: Impact of coupled ablation for the 30 km altitude case.
2 eV, however, the absorption coefficient values greater than 10 cm−1 drive most of the q−rad spectrum down
to the Planck function at the wall temperature.
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Figure 8: Spectral details at various points along the stagnation line for the 30 km altitude case.
Because of the sensitivity of the q−rad spectrum on the absorption coefficient spectrum near the wall, it is
insightful to separate the absorption coefficient spectrum into its components. This breakdown is presented
in Fig. 9 for the 0.47, 0.13, and 0.0 cm points. For each point, the figure on the left presents the contribution
from molecular band systems, the middle figure presents the contribution from atomic photoionization, and
the figure on the right presents the atomic line contribution. The vertical scales for each of these figures
were fixed to those of Fig. 8(b). When combined with the free-free and induced emission contribution,
the values in these figures sum to the values presented in Fig. 8(b). These figures show the anticipated
result that moving from the higher temperature point at 0.47 cm towards the wall, the atomic line and
photoionization contribution decreases and the molecular band contribution increases. Note also that the
atomic lines become significantly narrower as the wall is approached due to decreasing electron number
densities (which reduce Stark broadening) and decreasing temperatures (which reduce Doppler broadening).
Considering the 0.47 cm point, the Mg atomic line contribution below 2 eV is dominant, while above 2 eV
the Fe lines provide a similar contribution. The photoionization component at this point is also dominated
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(a) Mol. Bands, z = 0.47 cm
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(b) Atomic Photoion., z = 0.47 cm
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(c) Atomic Lines, z = 0.47 cm
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(d) Mol. Bands, z = 0.13 cm
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(e) Atomic Photoion., z = 0.13 cm
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(f) Atomic Lines, z = 0.13 cm
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Figure 9: Spectrum components from individual species and radiative processes for the 30 km altitude case.
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by Mg, but is lower than the line contribution over most of the spectrum shown here. Because of the low
molecular number densities at 0.47 cm, the molecular band absorption coefficients are mostly below the
lower limit of the vertical scale, except for a few narrow spikes from MgO and SiO bands. Moving to the
0.13 cm point, the narrower atomic lines remain dominant. The lower temperature at this point decreases the
atomic line and photoionization contributions below 2 eV, due to lower populations of the upper electronic
levels associated with these transitions. This temperature decrease allows the rising MgO and CaO band
systems to provide a noticeable contribution below 2 eV. Finally, at the lower temperature wall, the molecular
band contributions increase significantly, due to the increased molecular number densities, while the atomic
contributions decrease significantly below 3 eV. Note that the lack of any band system to fill the spectrum
below 1 eV causes the sharp drop off in the absorption coefficient at the wall shown in Fig. 8(b). If the
ablation product elements considered here were replaced with air elements of N and O, these gaps in the
absorption coefficient would cover a significant fraction of the spectrum, due to the negligible atomic line
and photoionization contribution for air below 8,000 K. This negligible contribution is the result of the
significantly higher ionization energies for N and O, which are 14.53 and 13.62 eV, respectively, compared
to the meteor ablation products, which are as low as 5.14 and 6.11 eV for Na and Ca, respectively. This
observation is the fundamental reason for the dramatic decrease in the radiative heating for coupled ablation
cases relative to the no ablation cases.
To further clarify the impact of each ablation product species and radiative process on the radiative
heating, Table 4 lists the percent increase in the radiative heating (q−rad at the wall) due to setting the
absorption and emission coefficient spectrum for individual processes equal to zero (this is done as a post-
processing step to a converged coupled radiation and ablation flowfield). Processes that have less than a
0.2% impact are not listed. For the present 30 km altitude case (the 50 km case will be discussed later), the
dominant atomic processes are provided by Mg, as anticipated from Fig. 9. Although Fe lines appear to be
stronger than Ca lines in this figure, the location of the Fe lines coincide closely with Mg, while the peak
Ca lines are located near 2 eV, where other processes are weak. This explains the Ca line contribution of
10.5%, which is slightly larger than the Fe contribution of 9.71%. This also emphasizes that although the
absorption coefficient for an individual process may be large (greater than 10 cm−1) over a wide region of
the spectrum, it will not result in a large sensitivity in Table 4 if it overlaps with another process of similar
or greater strength. This is because once a spectral region is completely optically thick, meaning q−rad,ν is
equal to the local Planck function, increasing the absorption coefficient further does not change q−rad,ν .
Table 4: Percent increase in stagnation point radiative flux due to removing individual radiative processes.
Specie Mechanism 30 km 50 km
Fe Lines 9.71 4.11
Mg Lines 22.5 32.1
Si Lines 1.58 1.27
Ca Lines 10.5 5.62
Fe Photoionization 1.75 2.51
Mg Photoionization 3.60 6.41
Si Photoionization 0.71 1.27
Al Photoionization 0.16 0.32
Ca Photoionization 1.61 3.53
Na Photoionization 0.64 1.10
MgO B-A 22.9 25.1
MgO D-A 1.25 1.00
MgO B-X 2.10 0.56
SiO A-X 0.65 0.14
FeO Orange 2.78 2.30
AlO B-X 1.51 2.76
CaO A-X 10.1 25.4
CaO B-X 0.38 0.77
CaO Orange 2.22 1.43
To investigate the impact of coupled ablation on the lower pressure case at 50 km altitude, Fig. 10
compares the stagnation line temperatures and q−rad values for the coupled ablation and no ablation cases.
Also presented are the ablation product mole fractions, which are only available for the coupled ablation
case. Unlike for the 30 km case, where the shock stand-off increased by 25% with coupled ablation, the
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shock stand-off is seen to increase by over 100% for this case. This difference is due to the stagnation point
ablation rate being 5.1% of the free-stream mass flux for the 30 km case, while it is 51% of the free-stream
mass flux for this 50 km case (even though the dimensional ablation rate is 40% lower for the 50 km case,
the free-stream density is 18 times lower). The ablation product mole fractions indicate the ablation layer
extends roughly 27 cm away from the body, which causes the significant increase in the shock standoff
distance. Absorption from this ablation layer reduce the q−rad value at the surface by 88%.
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Figure 10: Impact of coupled ablation for the 50 km altitude case.
To provide further details of this 88% reduction, Fig. 11 presents the radiative flux and absorption
coefficient spectra at four locations along the stagnation line. Starting at the edge of the ablation layer at
27.1 cm, which contains essentially all air species, it is seen that much of the q−rad spectrum remains below
the local Planck function (represented by the dashed line). This was shown previously in Fig. 2 for the no
ablation case. Although the temperature is 11,680 K for this point, which is higher than the other three
points considered, the resulting absorption coefficient spectrum is significantly lower above 1 eV than the
other points. This is a consequence of this 27.1 cm point containing all air species. This is confirmed by next
considering the 22.5 cm point, which is dominated by atomic ablation species. The absorption coefficient
increases by more than an order-of-magnitude over most of the spectrum, which drives the q−rad spectrum
closer to the local Planck function. The individual components of the absorption coefficient are presented
in Fig. 12(a) - (c) for this point. Atomic lines and photoionization from Mg and Si are dominant below
2 eV, while above this other atoms contribute noticeably. As shown in Fig. 10, the region of the ablation
layer dominated by atomic species ranges from 10 to 27 cm, while molecular species dominate closer to
the wall. The 4.6 cm point shown in Fig. 11 represents this molecular dominated region. The significantly
reduced atomic line and photoionization contributions result in decreased absorption coefficients below 2 eV.
Figures 12(d) - (f) show the details of this drop-off, which are offset slightly by the increased molecular band
contribution. Note that the atomic lines shown in Fig. 12(f), which are difficult to interpret, are too narrow
to provide significant absorption. Moving finally to the surface, most of the q−rad spectrum above 2 eV that
remains at 4.6 cm is absorbed due to the MgO band systems, while between 1 and 2 eV the CaO A-X band
system absorbs a noticeable amount. Below 1 eV the q−rad spectrum remains unchanged between 4.5 cm and
the wall, due the absorption decrease in this spectral region.
To summarize the observations made in the previous paragraph, Table 4 lists the percent change in q−rad
at the wall due to removing individual processes. The most significant processes are seen to be Mg lines,
MgO B-A, and CaO A-X. Recall that these processes provide not only large absorption coefficients, but
are also located in regions of the spectrum that do not overlap other strong processes. This explains the
relatively small sensitivities seen for overlapping photoionization processes, such as Mg, Fe, and Si, even
though they contribute large absorption coefficients.
To generalize the impact of coupled ablation on the stagnation point, Fig. 13 presents the coupled
ablation results for a range of nose radii and altitude, all with a velocity of 20 km/s. Figure 13(a) presents
the stagnation point radiative heating with coupled ablation divided by the case with no ablation (recall that
both include coupled radiation, as have all simulations presented in this section). This “coupled ablation
heating ratio” is seen to remain near a value of 0.05 below 30 km, regardless of nose radius, while above 30
km the impact of coupled ablation is less (meaning the presented ratio is closer to 1) for smaller nose radii.
This results from the fact that, for a given ablation rate, the ablation product layer is thicker for larger nose
radii. Below 30 km this behavior is subdued because spectral regions with strong absorption are completely
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Figure 11: Spectral details at various points along the stagnation line for the 50 km altitude case.
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(c) Atomic Lines, z = 22.5 cm
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Figure 12: Spectrum components from individual species and radiative processes for the 50 km altitude case.
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absorbed, resulting in the thicker absorbing ablation layer having minimal impact. Figure 13(b) presents
the stagnation point radiative heating for this range of cases. Note that dividing these values by those in
Fig. 4(b) will return the ratios presented in Fig. 13(a).
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Figure 13: Impact of coupled ablation on the stagnation point at 20 km/s.
C. Impact of Turbulence
In support of the Galileo probe heatshield design for Jupiter entry, Moss et al.67,68 showed that turbulence
had a significant impact on the radiative heating to the probe’s massively ablating carbon-phenolic surface.
Previous to this study, a common assumption in aerothermodynamic analyses was that turbulence had a
negligible impact on radiative heating. Moss et al. showed that the higher temperatures near the surface for
the turbulent case reduced the number density of the strongly absorbing C3 molecule, which increased the
radiative heating. Johnston et al.29 found similar behavior for massively ablating Earth entry shock layers
at 15 km/s. These studies suggest that turbulence will have a significant impact on the aerothermodynamic
environment of a massively ablating meteor. The present subsection will assess this impact. Note that
carbon is not present in the presently studied meteoroid composition, meaning that there is no C3, which
provided the primary turbulence impact in the studies by Moss et al. and Johnston et al.
The present analysis applies the Cebeci-Smith turbulence model,69,70 with a turbulent Schmidt number
of 0.9, and assumes completely turbulent flow. The presence of coupled radiation prevents the total enthalpy
from being used to locate the boundary layer edge, which is required by the turbulence model. As a robust
alternative, the boundary layer edge is defined as the point where the Si+ mass fraction decreases to 5% of its
peak value along a body normal line. Through trial and error, this approach was found to provide the best
systematic approach for locating the boundary layer edge, in the presence of strong coupled radiation, for
both mild and massive ablation rates. The application of this relatively simple turbulence model represents a
feasible approach for assessing the impact of turbulence to the already complex coupled ablation and radiation
simulations. The turbulent solutions are computed starting with the corresponding laminar solution. The
ablation rates and wall temperatures are re-converged to the turbulent heating rates.
While this paper has so far focused exclusively on the stagnation line, the present section expands the
analysis to downstream locations where the impact of turbulence is more pronounced. Note that the impact
of turbulence on the stagnation point is limited because the outer-layer eddy-viscosity is proportional to the
boundary layer edge velocity,70 which is small for the stagnation line. A noticeable impact of turbulence is
seen at the stagnation point, however, due to feedback from downstream regions (e.g., slight changes in the
shock standoff distance at downstream locations impact the stagnation point shock standoff distance).
For the 30 km altitude case considered in previous sections, Fig. 14(a) compares the laminar and turbulent
radiative heating values as a function of the radial distance from the stagnation point (the stagnation point
is at 0 and the maximum radius location, or shoulder, is at 10 m). The vertical dotted line at 5.3 m defines
the downstream location to be studied in subsequent figures. This figure shows that the turbulent radiative
heating is up to 100% greater than the laminar values. Figure 14(b) shows that this increased radiative
heating corresponds with a similar increase in the ablation rate.
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Figure 14: Impact of turbulence for the 30 km altitude case.
To determine the cause of the significant increase in the radiative heating due to turbulence, Fig. 15
compares the laminar and turbulent profiles along the body normal line indicated by the dotted line in
Fig. 14. The temperatures, Si and Mg mole fractions, and q−rad profiles between the shock and wall are
presented in Figs. 15 (a) - (c). These figures show the impact of turbulence on the outer region of the
boundary layer, where the atomic ablation products, such as Si and Mg, are shown to diffuse further into
the shock layer. The lower temperatures for the turbulent case produce lower q−rad values throughout the
outer region of the boundary layer (1 - 20 cm). To clarify the details below 1 cm, Figs. 15(d) - (f) focus on
the first 4 cm away from the surface. The temperatures for the turbulent case are seen to become larger
than the laminar values below 1 cm. These higher temperatures are seen in Fig. 15(e) to significantly reduce
the mole fractions of SiO and MgO. Absorption from MgO was shown in the previous subsection to provide
significant absorption. The increased radiative heating for the turbulent case due to the reduction of MgO
and CaO (which is not presented in the figure, but behaves similarly to MgO) is analogous to the reduction
in C3 predicted by Moss et al. for the Galileo probe.
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Figure 15: Impact of turbulence on the body normal line defined in Fig. 14 for the 30 km altitude case.
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A similar comparison is made in Figs. 16 and 17 for the lower pressure 50 km altitude case studied in
previous sections. For this case, up to a 40% increase is seen for the radiative heating and ablation rate
with the addition of turbulence. Although this difference is lower than that seen for the previous higher
pressure case, Fig. 17 shows that the influence of turbulence extends further into the shock layer. This is due
primarily to the thicker ablation layer. As with the previous example, the temperatures for the turbulent
case are higher near the surface. Again, this reduces the presence of strongly absorbing molecular species.
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Figure 16: Impact of turbulence for the 50 km altitude case.
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Figure 17: Impact of turbulence on the body normal line defined in Fig. 16 for the 50 km altitude case.
IV. Heat Transfer Coefficient (CH) Model
While a primary goal of this work was to assess the impact of coupled radiation and ablation on the
radiative heating to a meteoroid, the resulting simulations provide the opportunity to develop an improved
model for the heat transfer coefficient (CH). This improved CH model may then be implemented in trajectory
codes71–73 for simulating meteor entry. The importance of CH , which is defined in Eq. (2), is discussed in
the Introduction.
Figure 18 presents CH values for both laminar (solid lines) and turbulent (dashed lines) flow, which all
include coupled radiation and ablation. In addition to the 20 km/s cases studied throughout this paper,
simulations were also performed for velocities of 14, 16, and 18 km/s. Although not shown, the impact
of coupled radiation and ablation discussed throughout this paper is similar for these lower velocity cases.
Figure 18 shows that the resulting CH values are also similar for these lower velocities. The impact of
turbulence, which is shown in the previous section to significantly impact the radiative heating, is seen
to have a similar impact for the entire range of cases. However, even with turbulence, these CH values
remain considerably below the heritage value of 0.1. Note that this heritage value was derived by Baldwin
and Sheaffer74 based on inviscid, coupled radiation stagnation line simulations by Page et al.75 Therefore,
this heritage value of 0.1 does not include the impact of coupled ablation, which explains its overprediction
relative to the present simulations.
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Figure 18: Coupled radiation and ablation CH values for a range of velocities, altitudes, and nose radii.
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Figure 19: Comparison of CH values at 20 km/s and RN = 10 m predicted by various studies.
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A comparison with CH values presented by other researchers is presented in Fig. 19. The Park,
10
Nemtchinov,76 and Biberman28,77 predictions all include the impact of coupled radiation and ablation. Park
applied an inviscid stagnation line analysis. The stagnation point radiative heating values presented by
Park were converted to CH values by scaling them with the present stagnation point radiative heating and
CH values. Nemtchinov applied an ablating piston flowfield model, while Biberman applied an inviscid
stagnation line analysis. Note that the Biberman values are taken from the tabulated values presented by
Golub et al.78 Excellent agreement between the present results and those of Biberman is seen. The Park
and Nemtchinov values, however, are more than a factor of two larger than the present results.
Because of the minimal details available regarding the Nemtchinov76 and Biberman28,77 simulations, it
is difficult to investigate further their comparison with the present results shown in Fig. 19. The study
by Park,10 however, provides sufficient details to investigate its significantly higher CH values. To see if
this disagreement is due to differences in the applied elemental composition, habl curve-fit, or Tw curve-
fit, simulations were performed using the Park values for these quantities. Park’s values for habl are near
9 MJ/kg, compared to the values applied throughout this work, which are near 6.2 MJ/kg. These larger habl
values result in smaller ablation rates, through Eq. (10). For Tw, Park’s values are roughly 500 K lower than
the present values. These values were determined by Park for an H-Chondrite, with the following elemental
mass fractions: O = 0.352, Si = 0.194, Fe = 0.272, Mg = 0.159, S = 0.022. Note that Al, Ca, and Na are
not included. These values for habl, Tw, and elemental composition were applied in the present simulation
approach for the 30 and 50 km altitude (20 km/s and 10 m nose radius) cases studied throughout this paper.
For the 30 and 50 km altitude cases, these simulations resulted in a CH increase of 11 and 20% increase,
respectively, relative to the present baseline model. These CH values of 0.0028 and 0.029 for the 30 and 50
km cases remain a factor of three below the Park values (the Park value at 50 km is 0.16, which is off the
scale in Fig. 19). It is concluded from this comparison that differences between the applied habl, Tw, and
elemental composition values do not account for the differences between the present CH values and those
predicted by Park. This comparison also shows that the present CH values are not overly sensitive to the
meteoroid composition and ablation model.
V. Conclusions
A coupled radiation and ablation model is developed that treats 39 flowfield species. This includes
species containing Fe, Mg, Si, Ca, Na, S, and Al. Radiation models for these atomic species, as well as their
associated molecules are developed and implemented. Precursor absorption and photochemistry is included
in this model, and is shown to have a negligible impact on heating below 40 km. The impact of coupled
radiation is shown to reduce the radiative heating by more than 60% for meteor entries at 20 km/s with
nose radii between 1 and 100 m and altitudes between 20 and 50 km. The impact of coupled radiation for
optically thick shock layers, which occur below 40 km, is shown to produce two distinct layers of strong
coupling near the shock and wall, which appear similar to a nonequilibrium post shock region and a large
boundary layer, respectively. For the considered range of conditions, coupled ablation is shown to reduce
the radiative heating by more than 70%. Absorption from Mg and MgO, along with Ca and CaO, are shown
to have the largest impact on the radiative heating. Turbulence is shown to reduce the number density
of strongly absorbing molecules near the surface, which is shown to result in up to a 100% increase in the
radiative heating downstream of the stagnation point. Heat transfer coefficients, CH , that include coupled
radiation and ablation are computed for velocities ranging from 14 to 20 km/s, nose radii between 1 and
100 m, and altitudes between 20 and 50 km. These CH values are lower than 0.045 for all cases, which is
significantly lower than the typically assumed value of 0.1.
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